For finite dimensional hermitean inner product spaces V , over * -fields F , and in the presence of orthogonal bases providing form elements in the prime subfield of F , we show that quantifier free definable relations in the subspace lattice L(V ), endowed with the involution induced by orthogonality, admit quantifier free descriptions within F , also in terms of Grassmann-Plücker coordinates. In the latter setting, homogeneous descriptions are obtained if one allows quantification type Σ 1 . In absence of involution, these results remain valid.
Introduction
Translating geometric concepts into algebraic ones is a well established method since Descartes. For Projective Geometry, the approach motivated by computational proof methods, as described e.g. in [9, §3], first expresses geometric configurations within Grassmann-Cayley algebra, then within the algebra of bracket polynomials, and finally via algebraic expressions in coordinates. This is particular successful if the geometric concept can be captured by an equation t = 0 with a simple expression t: such can be translated into p = 0 with some bracket polynomial. The reverse direction is Cayley factorization: known to be possible, up to multiplying with a bracket associated to a tableau, for projective dimension ≥ 2 and p with integer coefficients [11] or for multilinear p [10] . The present note deals with this back and forth translation between projective geometry and coordinates: considering the more abstract concept of the lattice L(V ) of linear subspaces of a vector space over a field F , on the side of geometry, and allowing more general expressions on both sides; to wit, any first order formulas: that is, we relate first order definable n-ary relations on L(V ) with first order definable relations (of suitable arity) on F -fields are just considered as rings with unit.
Since any first order definable relation on L(V ) is invariant under lattice automorphisms, invariance conditions for relations on F will be required in that correspondence. Whiteley [12, 13] gives a characterization of such invariant arithmetic formulas (via equivalence to formulas built from bracket expressions) and an associated Completeness Theorem.
Our approach also (and primarily) considers orthogonality on V , given by non-degenerated * -hermitean forms w.r.t. an involution on F , and admitting orthogonal bases. Thus, L(V ) carries an involution, too. In [5] we related L(V ) and F , using as an intermediate structure the * -ring of endomorphism of V . This allowed translations preserving quantification type Σ 1 in both directions. It remained open whether quantifier freeness can be preserved when translating from L(V ) to Ffor forms .|. admitting an orthogonal basis of vectors v i such that the v i |v i are in the prime subfield of F . In the present note we show, by an analysis of Gauss elimination, that this is indeed possible and also extends to Grassmann-Plücker coordinates. Though, requiring in the latter setting formulas built from homogeneous equations, only Σ 1 -as well as Π 1 -formulas have been achieved and it remains doubtful that one can arrive always at quantifier free such formulas. In any case, even for relations on L(V ) defined by a conjunction t(x) = 0 ∧ s(x) = 1 of lattice equations (t(x) = 0 suffices in the presence of involution) the coordinates may fail to be definable by positive quantifier free formulas resp. by conjunctions of equations and negated equations.
In [5] it was also shown that preservation of quantifier freeness is not possible, in general, for translation in the converse direction. A sufficient condition for preservation is that coordinate systems (or, in the absence of involution, systems of elements in general position, cf. [1] ) are implicitly given by the defining formula: in analogy to Cayley factorization.
All translations in this note are effective, a detailed discussion of complexity shall be postponed to subsequent work. The particular case, where F is a * -subfield of C and V admits an orthonormal basis, has been studied in [4] in the context of complexity of real computation.
Preliminaries
Statements presented as "Fact" are well known or obvious; proofs will be omitted or sketched. In the sequel, let F be a field with involution r → r * (and prime subfield F 0 ) and V a (right) F -vector space of (fixed) dim V = d < ∞ turned into an inner product space by a nonalternate non-degenerate * -hermitean form .|. V (we will speak just of a form and write .|. if there is no confusion), that is: additive in both arguments and vr|ws = r * v|w s, w|v = v|w * as well as v|v = 0 for some v, and w|v = 0 for all w ∈ V only if v = 0 cf. [2, Chapter I]. We write |v| = v|v .
we will speak of a ⊥-basis. Recall that such always exist [2, II §2 Corollary 1]: any v 1 = 0 can be completed to a ⊥-basis. Given a ⊥-basisv of V , forms are in 1-1-correspondence with δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ d ) ∈ F d such that δ i = δ * i = 0 for all i: namely, δ i = |v i | and
A scaled isometry (with factor r = 0 in F ) between inner product spaces V and W over F is a linear isomorphism ω : V → W such that ωx|ωy W = r x|y V for all x, y ∈ V . Given ⊥-basesv andw of V and W the linear isomorphism matchingv andw is a scaled isometry with factor r iff (|w 1 |, . . . , |w d |) = r(|v 1 |, . . . , |v d |). In particular, |v| := (1, |v 1 | −1 |v 2 |, . . . , |v 1 | −1 |v n |) determines the isometry type of (V,v) up to scaling. Callᾱ = (α 1 , . . . , α d ) admissible (w.r.t. V ) if α 1 = 1 and α i = α * i = 0 for all i and if there is a ⊥-basisv of V such thatᾱ = |v|. F d α will denote the space F d with canonical basisv such that |v i | = α i . The linear subspaces of V form a lattice L(V ) with bounds 0, V , joins given as U 1 + U 2 , meets as U 1 ∩ U 2 , and involution
If d ≥ 3, then any involution (that is, an order reversing map of order 2) on the lattice L(V ) is induced by some kind of inner product. Observe that
In particular, given a ⊥-basisv of V one has an isomorphism Ωv : L(V ) → L(F d α ) whereᾱ = |v|. If there is no confusion we write L in place of L(V ).
We consider F d as a space of columns u and, for m ≤ 2d, F d×m the space of d × m-matrices A = (a ij ) ij over F with columns a j . Let rk(A) denote the rank of A and Span(A) the F -linear subspace of F d spanned by the columns of A; recall that B ∈ Span(A) iff B = AC for some
A is in weak normal form (shortly wNF resp. f -wNF) if rA is in NF resp. f -NF for some r = 0.
A * = (a * ji ) ij is the conjugate (w.r.t. the involution on F ) transpose of A = (a ij ) ij ,ᾱ = (α 1 , . . . , α d ) ∈ F d with α 1 = 1 and α i = α * i = 0, Dᾱ the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries α i , and E k the diagonal matrix with first k diagonal entries 1, 0 else.
For suitable r = 0, rA # can be obtained from A by Gaussian column transformations without inversion of scalars.
Proof. (i) To avoid inversion, multiply any column, to be changed, first by a suitable scalar. Once echelon form is obtained with each pivot the only non-zero entry in its row, multiply each pivot with the product of the others.
(ii) This is well known in the context of the * -regular ring defined by the form on F d α . For convenience, we recall the proof. Observe that the linear map ϕ defined by A w.r.t. the canonical basisv has adjoint ϕ † in F d α defined by A †ᾱ . Indeed, we have a j |v k = a * kj α k and v j |A We consider first order languages with countably many variables: Λ L in the signature of +, 0, ⊥ of bounded lattices with involution (defining meet by s ∩ t = (s ⊥ + t ⊥ ) ⊥ and 1 = 0 ⊥ ), Λ F in the signature of *rings, with constants 0, 1, and Λ + F with additional constants c 1 , . . . , c d to be interpreted as α 1 , . . . , α d given anyᾱ admissible w.r.t. V , that is,
it is a conjunction of formulas p i = 0 and q j = 0 where the p i and q j are basic terms.
An n-ary relation R on L resp. F is definable if there is a formula ϕ(x) (in the relevant language) such that R consists of allā such that ϕ(ā) holds in L resp. F . Here, finite strings of variables or elements are written e.g. asx andā, the length being given by context. We also use matrices X = (x ij ) ij of variables in an obvious way. Σ k (Π k ) consists of the prenex formulas with at most k blocks, each consisting of quantifiers of the same type, the first block being of type ∃ (∀). Fact 2. Given a * -field F and values α i of constants c i .
(i) If the α i are Λ F -definable within F then any relation on F which is definable within Λ + F is also definable within Λ F . (ii) Any Λ + F -term is equivalent to a basic term (uniformly for all F and α i ). (iii) Any relation defined in F by a quantifier free Λ + F -formula is the disjoint union of relations defined by basic Λ + F -formulas. Moreover, if all α i ∈ F 0 , then the latter can be chosen in Λ F (that is, with integer coefficients). Fact 3. For every quantifier free formula ϕ(x) in Λ L there is a conjunction ϕ ′ (x,z,ȳ) of special equations with new variablesz,ȳ and a boolean combination ϕ ′′ (x,ȳ) of equations between variables fromx,ȳ such that ϕ(x) is equivalent within lattices with involution to both
Moreover, for anyū in an involutive lattice L there are uniquev,w such that L |= ϕ ′ (ū,w,v). Also, if ϕ is a conjunction (disjunction) of equations and negated equations then so is ϕ ′′ .
Review of earlier work
Recalling some definitions and results from Sections 8-10 of [5] , we shall relate L and F , directly, without using endomorphism rings as intermediate step. Given a basisv define the relation θv between L n and (F d×d ) n bȳ u θvĀ iffū = (Span(A 1 ), . . . , Span(A n )) forū ∈ L n ,Ā ∈ (F d×d ) n .
This gives rise to maps θ LvF and θ FvL mapping subsets M of L n to subsets K of (F d×d ) n and vice versa
Our objective is to match definable subsets of L n with definable subsets of (F d×d ) n via suitable translations -preserving quantification type as much as possible. Observe that F d×d is not considered a ( * -)ring, but just a power of the field F , formatted in a suitable fashion. Definable subsets have certain invariance properties which we now recall from [5] , Section 9.
Let F + the multiplicative subgroup {r | 0 = r = r * ∈ F } of F and O + (V ) consist of all scaled orthogonal maps g: for some r ∈ F + and orthogonal
is an automorphism of L (actually, for d ≥ 3 any automorphism of L is of this form).
Of course, given a first order formula, right invariance of the subset of (F d×d ) n it defines can be stated by a first order sentence; similarlȳ α-invariance ifᾱ is definable. The following is [5, Fact 9.2]. In Sections 8 and 10 (cf. Theorem 10.4(ii)) of [5] we have constructed
Translation via Gauss
In [5] the translation from Λ L to Λ + F was constructed with the *ring of endomorphism of V as an intermediate structure. While this translation preserves quantification type Σ 1 , a translation from Λ L to Λ + F preserving quantifier freeness can be constructed based on Gaussian elimination. Recall that F 0 denotes the prime subfield of F . Theorem 6. For any fixed d and admissibleᾱ, there is a map τ LᾱF :
The construction of ν mf is obvious, (ii) Given f ∈ d # , the σ ∈ Σ mf capture the distinction of cases in (column) Gauss-elimination, applied to matrices A, to yield f -wNF, and each σ grants that such exists. This is easily (and tediously) expressed via quantifier free formulas. The terms in P σf then combine the elimination calculations, followed by multiplications with terms obtained for the pivots. (iii) is immediate by (iii) of Fact 1.
Recall that θ LᾱF = θ LvF wherev is any ⊥-basis with |v| =ᾱ. Thus, to verify that the translation ϕ → τ LᾱF (ϕ) matches M with θ LᾱF (M), we may argue based on an unspecifiedv; this allows to identify V with F d α . We now have to explain how to relate Λ L -terms to terms and quantifier free formulas in Λ + F . We associate with each variable x k a matrix X k of variables. The following captures the matrix computations associated with the evaluation of Λ L -terms.
such that the following hold in F d α for any F and admissibleᾱ:
( 
By Fact 7(iii), for any A ∈ F d×d in g-wNF, one obtains U = Span(A) ⊥ as Span(C) with C = Q g (A) and can apply Fact 7(ii) to transform C into wNF. Formally, this proceeds as follows. Again, Fact 7(ii) yields
This provides the translation of Λ L -terms t(x).
Proof. of Thm.6. To deal with equations, in view of Lemma 8, define γ t 1 t 2 (X) as the conjunction of all implications
That is, this formula expresses that for any substitutionĀ forX, the evaluation of t 1 and t 2 (according to the relevant distinction of cases) yields the same matrix in wNF up to crosswise multiplying with the first pivots. Thus, for allĀ and U k = Span(A k )
The γ t 1 t 2 (X) give the required translations to Λ + F for equations t 1 (x) = t 2 (x), that is, the atomic Λ L -formulas. This then extends, canonically, to quantifier free formulas and further to prenex formulas. Fact 2 yields the last claim of the theorem.
The Grassmann-Plücker point of view
An alternative to describing subspaces via matrices is to use Plücker coordinates (cmp. Recall that, for 0
by the conjunction of the homogeneous
Plücker relations in variables y = (yī |ī ∈ I k ) and thus may be considered a projective variety, the GrassmannianΓ d k (F ). To deal with k = 0, put D 0 (X) = 0 (the constant of Λ F ) if X is the unique (empty) d × 0-matrix and put P d 0 (0) = 0 and Γ d 0 (F ) = 0. Lemma 10. Normal form from Grassmann-Plücker coordinates. For each 0 < k ≤ d, and f ∈ F k there are a quantifier free Λ F -formula π f (y) in variables (yī |ī ∈ I k ) and terms p f 0 (y) and a matrix P f (y) = (p f ij (y)) ij of terms, all in Λ F , such that for any field F and r ∈ Γ d k (F ) one has F |= π f (r) if and only if p f 0 (r) = 0 and λr = D k (A) for some λ = 0 and matrix A ∈ F d×k in f -wNF, namely λ = p f 0 (r) and A = (p f ij (r)) ij . Proof. Cf. the proof of Theorem II in Chapter VII of [6] . For f ∈ F k let π f (y) the formula with states that the firstī in I k such that yī = 0 is f 0 := (f (1), . . . , f (k)). Thus, for a matrix A in wNF and r ∈ P d k (A) one has F |= π f (r) if and only if A has positions f of pivots.
To define the required terms, let I f consist of all (i, j), i, j ≤ d such that f (h) < i < f (h+1) and j ≤ h for some h (where f (k +1) := d+1) and put
If A is in NF with positions f of pivots then A is recovered from r = D k (A) as P f (r), as required, and λ = p f 0 (r) = 1. Now, assume r ∈ Γ d k (F ) and F |= π f (r), in particular r f 0 = 0. Then µr = s := D k (B) for some µ = 0 and B which may be chosen in NF. As π f is "homogeneous", one has F |= π f (s) and B with pivot positions f . It follows s f 0 = D f 0 (B) = 1 and µ = r −1 f 0 . As observed, above, B = P f (s). We are to determine ν such that A = νB is as required in the Lemma. First we should have A = P f (νs) since all terms p f ij (y) are linear in y.
Given a dimension vector d, define
. . × F dn by the conjunction of the Plücker relations together with y k = 0 for d k = 0 while y k is the constant 0 for d k = 0. On the other hand, F d×d is defined within (F d×d ) n by the (quantifier free) conjunction of the ρ d k (X k ). Call
for all λ k = 0. Such ∆ may be considered a subset of the product of Define
. . , r n )) = {Ā ∈ F d×d | ∀k r k ∈ P d d k (A k )}. Use the same notation for the associated maps from sets to sets -taking unions of the images.
To deal with definability, for d k > 0 associate with d × d-matrices X k of Λ + F -variables a d k -tuplet y k = (y kī |ī ∈ I k ) of Λ + F -variables, and vice versa; in case d k = 0 we match the constant zero matrix in F d×d with the constant 0 ∈ F . Also, with a Λ + F -formula ψ(X 1 , . . . , X n ) we associate a Λ + F -formula χ(y 1 , . . . , y n ), and vice versa. Namely, given ψ choose χ ≡ τ F dΓ (ψ) as follows, using the conjunction η d d k (y k ) of Plücker relations defining Γ d d k (F ) and the formulas π f and matrices P f of terms from Lemma 10,
..,fn∈F dn n k=1 π f k (y k ) ∧ ψ(P f 1 (y 1 ), . . . , P fn (y n )) .
Given χ choose ψ ≡ τ ΓdF (χ) as
. n, and all λ 1 , . . . , λ n in F \ {0} one has F |= χ(r 1 , . . . , r n ) iff F |= χ(λ 1 r 1 , . . . , λ n r n ); that is, iff χ defines scalar invariant ∆ ⊆ Γ d d (F ). Proof. Obviously, any θ F dΓ (K) is scalar invariant and any θ ΓdF is right invariant (by Fact 9). Also, recall that P d d k (A k ) is either 1-dimensional or zero (if d k = 0).
Assume that ∆ is scalar invariant. Then one hasĀ ∈ K := θ ΓdF (∆) if and only if (r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ ∆ whenever r k ∈ P d d k (A k ) for all k. This applies to anyr = (r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ θ F dΓ (K) with suitableĀ ∈ K to yield r ∈ ∆. This proves θ ΓdF (θ F dΓ (∆)) = ∆.
Assume that K is right invariant and ∆ = θ F dΓ (K). LetB ∈ θ F dΓ (∆), that is, there is (r 1 , . . . , r n ) ∈ ∆ such that r k ∈ P d d k (B k ) for all k, whence for someĀ ∈ K also r k ∈ P d d k (A k ) for all k. By Fact 9, there are T k ∈ GL(F, d) such that B k = A k T k whenceB ∈ K by right invariance. Thus, θ F dΓ (θ ΓdF (K)) = K.
(i) is now obvious. (ii) and (iii) follow, immediately, in view of Lemma 10 and by inspection of the formulas.
We write Γ d d (Fᾱ) to refer to the underlying space F d α . Now, assume d ≥ 3 and define L d = {ū ∈ L n | dim u k = d k } and 
Corollary 13. Given any * -field F , α i = α * i = 0 in F , quantifier free definable M ⊆ L(F d α ) and d 1 , . . . , d n ≤ d, the Plücker coordinates {(P d 1 (u 1 ), . . . , P dn (u n )) |ū ∈ M, dim u i = d i (i ≤ n)} form a subset of the product of the GrassmanniansΓ d d k (F ) which is a disjoint union of sets defined by basic scalar invariant Λ + F -formulas. This follows by Fact 2.
Homogeneous formulas
As mentioned, earlier, Plücker coordinates are projective coordinates; thus, one should look for "homogeneous" descriptions of definable sets. First, variables will be sorted according to dimensions k ≤ d and come as strings of pairwise distinct members of the same sort, corresponding to the dimension d k of Grassmann-Plücker coordinates in dimension k; we writex ∈ X k . A * -polynomial is homogeneous if, after replacing x * by x for each variable x, one obtains for eachx ∈ X k a homogeneous polynomial in variablesx, considering the others as constants (in a suitable polynomial ring). An equation in Λ F is homogeneous if it is of the form p = 0 with homogeneous * -polynomial p with integer coefficients; a formula in Λ F is homogeneous if each of its atomic subformulas is a homogeneous equation. 'Contradiction' ⊥ and 'tautology' ⊤ will be considered homogeneous equations.
For r ∈ Γ d k (F ) let θ k (r) denote the unique subspace of F d such that r ∈ P d k (U). Also, let f r ∈ F k give the pivot positions of rank k matrices A in wNF, according to Lemma 10, such that D k (A) ∈ θ k (r). From the proof of Lemma 10 we have Fact 14. For each f ∈ F k there are a basic homogeneous formula π f (x),x ∈ X k , and a d × k matrix A f (x) of integer multiples of the x i such that, for any r ∈ Γ d k (F ), F |= π f (r) iff f r = f and then r = D k (A f (r)).
Considering interpretations of homogeneous formulas we require that x ∈ X k is mapped onto some r ∈ Γ d k (F ). Fixing the values α i ∈ F for the constants c i , validity of a homogeneous formula ϕ(x 1 , . . . ,x n ) underx i → r i has an obvious meaning in the atomic case, and so in general: we write Γ d (Fᾱ) |= ϕ(r 1 , . . . , r n ). To be more formal, Γ d (Fᾱ) is the multi-sorted structure with sorts Γ d k (F ) and multi-sorted relations given by the homogeneous equations.
For simplicity, in this section we assume V = F d with canonical basis v which is anᾱ-basis. Thus, L = L(F d α ). For M ⊆ L n and a dimension vector d = (d 1 , . . . , d n ) define 
Proof. We prove special cases, first.
(i) For any d 0 = d 1 ≤ d there is a conjunction η d 0 d 1 (x 0 ,x 1 ) of homogeneous equations (wherex i ∈ X d i ) such that, for any
There is a conjunction κ d 0 d 1 (x 0 ,x 1 ) of homogeneous equations (wherē x i ∈ X d i ) such that, for any r i ∈ Γ d d i (F ), one has θ d 0 (r 0 ) = (θ d 1 (r 1 )) ⊥ iff F |= κ d 0 d 1 (r 0 , r 1 ). In all cases, we first consider f i ∈ F d i and construct formulas to be applied only to r i ∈ Γ d d i (F ) with f r i = f i . Form the matrices A f i = A f i (x i ) of integer multiples of variables formx i , according to Fact 14.
First, assume d 0 < d. In (i) and (ii) form the compound matrices
is as in (iii) of Fact 7) and require by means of κ f 0 f 1 all d 0 + 1 × d 0 + 1-subdeterminants to be 0. Now, put
and similarly for η d 0 d 1 and κ d 0 d 1 . In case d 0 = d nothing is required in (i) and (iii), only the second part in (ii). For proving the theorem, it suffices to consider ϕ a conjunction (disjunction) of equations and negated equations and to derive a translation in Σ 1 (Π 1 ). Then ϕ ′′ from Fact 3 has the same form as ϕ. We use ξ and ξ i as names for variables occurring in ϕ ′ or ϕ ′′ . Consider maps δ associating with each ξ a dimension δ(ξ) ∈ {0, . . . , d}. For each δ and ξ choose a specific vector ξ δ ∈ X δ(ξ) of variables. Call δ admissible for ϕ if δ(x i ) = d i for all i and if for each special equation in ϕ ′ the relevant dimension restrictions are satisfied:
Let D denote the set of all admissible δ. Observe that any assignment of valuesū ∈ L n tox gives rise to δ ∈ D: the dimensions of values t(ū) of subterms t(x) under the evaluation of ϕ. Given δ ∈ D, we define the translation τ Qδ , Q ∈ {∃, ∀}, first for the special equations making up ϕ ′ and let τ Qδ (ϕ ′ ) denote the conjunction of all these.
τ
Equalities in ϕ ′′ are translated as
For a negated equality β ≡ ¬(ξ 0 = ξ 1 ) occurring in ϕ ′′ we define τ Qδ (β) as ¬η δ(ξ 0 )δ(ξ 1 ) (ξ δ 0 , ξ δ 1 ) if δ(ξ 0 ) = δ(ξ 1 ); otherwise, τ ∃δ (β) ≡ ⊤ and τ ∀δ (β) ≡ ⊥. Now, τ ∃δ (ϕ ′′ ) is the conjunction of all these, τ ∀δ (ϕ ′′ ) the disjunction (recall the assumption on ϕ and ϕ ′′ ). With (x 1 , x 2 , . . .) δ = (x δ 1 , x δ 2 , . . .), and similarly forȳ δ andz δ , we finally arrive at the translations
For the proof just observe that any substitution for the x i in Γ d (Fᾱ) gives rise to a substitution for the z j , y k such that the corresponding assignment of subspaces satisfies ϕ ′ ; that is, with the associated dimensions given by δ ∈D, the assignment in Γ d (Fᾱ) satisfies τ Qδ (ϕ ′ ) and is, in the projective setting, uniquely determined by the values of the x i . This provides a translation τ Qd (ϕ) := τ Q (ϕ) in case of fixed dimension vector d. To obtain a defining formula for θ(M) within Γ d (Fᾱ), one just has to form the disjunction of the τ Qd (ϕ) with d ranging over all
Recall that ≤ may be considered a fundamental relation of Λ L or defined by x ≤ y ⇔ x + y = y. Modifying (i) and (iii), allowing d 0 ≤ d 1 respectively d 0 + d 1 ≤ d, one obtains the following.
Corollary 16. Assume admissibleᾱ ∈ F d 0 . If M is defined within L(F d α ) n by inequalities of the form x i ≤ x j and x i ≤ x ⊥ j then θ d (M) can be defined within Γ d d (Fᾱ) by a quantifier free homogeneous Λ F -formula. Given a partially ordered set P with involution and a space V , an example of such M is obtained as the set of all representations of P in V . Of course, the Corollary applies to M defined by a conjunction of basic equations. An extension to equations given by compound terms appears doubtful; anyway, the approach of Theorem 6 hardly can be modified to preserve homogeneity.
Translating lattice formulas
We show that on the lattice side quantifier free definability amounts to definability by equations t = 0 and s = 1. For this, we refer to the concept of frame which underlies the coordinatization of modular lattices (requiring d ≥ 3): A frame of L = L(V ), dim V = d, is a system a = (a ij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d) of elements such that for pairwise distinct i, j, k (where a i = a ii ) 1 = ℓ a ℓ , a ij = a ji , a i + a j = a i ⊕ a ij , a ik = (a i + a k ) ∩ (a ij + a jk ).
Such are in correspondence with basesv via a ii = v i F , a ij = (v j −v i )F . Given a frame, for any i = j there is an isomorphism ωā ij of the field F onto R ij (ā) = {u ∈ L | u ⊕ a i = a i + a j } endowed with operations given by lattice terms with constants fromā, including the operation r → r −1 where 0 −1 = 0. For a corresponding basis one has ωā ij (r) = (v j − rv i )F .
In [5, Lemma 10.2] , framesā associated with ⊥-basesv such that α = |v| have been characterized by additional relations. Such frames are calledᾱ-frames; for such, there is also a term in Λ F defining an involution on R 21 (ā) such that ωā 21 becomes an isomorphism of * -fields. Forᾱ = (1, . . . , 1) , α-frames are orthonormal and the additional relations amount to a j ⊖ ij a ij = (a i + a j ) ∩ a ⊥ ij where ⊖ ij is the term describing subtraction in R ij (ā). (cf. proof of [4, Theorem 2.7] .
Observe that M ϕ consists of tuplets of 1-dimensionals, only; let d the corresponding dimension vector.
Fact 17. Given an α-frame in L and quantifier free ϕ(
We may also assume F endowed with the operation r → r −1 where 0 −1 = 0 and the symbol −1 included into the language Λ F .
Proof. Observe that a conjunction of equations t i = 0 can be comprised to a single one i t i = 0; similarly, t i = 1 to t i = 1. Also, t = 1 is equivalent to t ⊥ = 0. Thus, it suffices to give a list of equations t i = 0 and s j = 1 which defines M ϕ .
First, we have to provide such equations in variables z ij defining frames (writing z i for z ii ). Put y ij = k =i,j z k and y i = y ii . That 1 = a ℓ can be expressed by i z i = 1 and i y i = 0. Now, an equation a ⊕ a i = a i + a j can be captured by (x + z i + z j ) ∩ y ij = 0, x∩z i = 0, and x+y j = 1; and to require a = b where b is substituted for y such that b ⊕ a i = a i + a j we may use (x + y) ∩ z i = 0. Orthogonality of the frame is captured by y i ∩ (y ⊥ i + y ii ) = 0. Recall that ϕ is equivalent in F to a disjunction of conjunctions of equations p i (x) = 0 and q j (x) = 0 for terms in Λ F and that any disjunction of equations t i = 0 in Λ L can be comprised into a single one (cf. [5, Fact 6] ). Now, for any term p(x) in Λ F there is a termp(x) in Λ L having value p(b) in R 21 for any α-frameā andb ∈ R 21 (ā). By this, p i (x) = 0 can be expressed by (p i (x) + z 1 ) ∩ z 2 = 0 and q i (x) = 0 byq(x) ∩ z 1 = 0.
In view of Theorem 15 one obtains the following, improving Theorem 10.4(ii) in [5] for this special case.
Counterexamples
Now, we shall give examples where on the analytic side there are restrictions on the possible descriptions. For simplicity, we assume F a * -subfield of the complex number field with conjugation and V endowed with canonical scalar product w.r.t. some basis, in particular α = (1, . . . , 1). In view of this, we may omit reference toᾱ and identify V with Proof. Observe that L(F ′ d ) is embedded into L(F d α ) by tensoring with F and the same applies to Γ d (F ′ α ) and Γ d (Fᾱ). W.r.t. the canonical basisv of F ′ d , the multi-sorted structure with sorts L(F ′ d ) and Γ d (F ′ α ) and relation θ becomes a substructure of the analogous one over F . Also, there is an obvious quantifier free formula relating the models of ϕ and ψ via θ over F . And validity of this formula is inherited by the substructure.
The examples use the fact that with a formula ϕ in Λ F and defining formula ψ for M ϕ one can associate a formula ψ ′ in Λ F which is equivalent to ϕ and inherits structural properties from ψ. This is done as follows. Put v ii = v i and v ij = v j − v i for i = j, andṽ = (v ij F |i, j ≤ d); also, givenr ∈ F n putr = ((v 1 − r k v 2 )F |k ≤ n). In view of the isomorphism ω 21 it follows that F |= ϕ(r) if and only if (ṽ,r) ∈ θ(M ϕ ). Considering any formula ψ(z,ỹ) defining θ(M ϕ ), the latter is equivalent to F |= ψ(ṽ,r). Choosing the canonical basisv, substitutingṽ forz in ψ and, simultaneously,w forỹ where w k = (v 1 − x k v 2 )F , one obtains a formula ψ ′ (x) equivalent to ϕ(x) in F .
Example 20. Let F a * -subfield of C. θ(M ϕ ) cannot be defined in Γ d (Fᾱ) by any formula ψ such that (i) ψ is quantifier free and positive; here ϕ is x = 0. (ii) ψ is a conjunction of equations and negated equations; here ϕ is x 1 = 0 ⇔ x 2 = 0. (iii) ψ does not not involve involution; here ϕ is x 2 = x * 1 and F = C. Though, for all these ϕ, M ϕ can be defined within L by an equation t = 0.
Proof. Definability within L follows from Fact 17. For the negative claims consider the associated ψ ′ (x) and derive contradictions. In (i) and (ii) we may assume F = Q and ψ ′ (x) be of the same form as ψ with atomic formulas p h (x) = 0, p h (x) ∈ Q[x]. Thus, in (i) ψ ′ (x) is built from equations p h (x) = 0 by conjunction and disjunction; since Q |= ¬ψ ′ (0), ψ ′ (x) can have only finitely many satisfying assignments in Q, in contrast to ϕ(x). In (ii) ψ ′ (x 1 .x 2 ) would be equivalent to some m h=1 p h (x 1 , x 2 ) = 0 ∧ q(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0. Observe that for any r 1 ∈ Q there are infinitely many r 2 such that Q |= ϕ(r 1 , r 2 ) which implies that the p h are zero-polynomials. Thus, ϕ(x 1 , x 2 ) would be equivalent in Q to q(x 1 , x 2 ) = 0. Contradiction, since ¬ϕ(x 1 , x 2 ) defines a set which is not closed.
(iii) Assuming θ(M ϕ ) definable over the field C, any automorphism of C would leave θ(M ϕ ) invariant. To arrive at a contradiction, consider an irreducible p(x) ∈ Q[x] of odd degree. There is an automorphism ω of C mapping some zero a ∈ R of p to a zero b ∈ R, that is ωa * = (ωa) * . Now considerā the frame given by the canonical basisv and b = ((v 1 − av 1 )C, (v 1 − a * v 2 )C)). Then (ā,b) is in θ(M ϕ ) but its image under ω is not.
In view of Lemma 11, observe the following. If ψ(X) defines bi- y 1 ) , . . . , P (y m )) where the d×d-matrix P (y) has first column y, zero else. In particular, if ψ defines θ LvF (M), where M consists ofū with all dim u i = 1, then χ defines θ LdΓ (M) within Γ d d (F ) = (F d \ {0}) m , that is, within the d − 1dimensional projective space over F . Thus, the above counterexamples apply to θ LvF as well,v the canonical basis.
Absence of involution
We speak of absence of involution if F is just a field, V a vector space,v any basis, and L the lattice of all linear subspaces of V , Λ ′ L and Λ ′ F the languages of bounded lattices and rings, respectively, having multivariate polynomials in place of * -polynomials (with integer coefficients).
We consider Λ ′ L a subset of Λ L , generated from variables by the operations +, 0, t ∩ s := (t ⊥ + s ⊥ ) ⊥ , and 1 := 0 ⊥ . Observe that for a lattice L admitting some involution, terms from Λ ′ L can be evaluated and the value does not depend on the choice of involution. This allows to transfer results to this case, introducing an involution on L endowing F with the identity involution and V with a form declaring some basis orthonormal: that isᾱ = (1, . . . , 1). In this setting, one may read Λ F formulas as such in Λ ′ F , just omitting * . Corollary 21. In absence of involution, the following remain valid (mutatis mutandis): Theorem 6, Theorem 12, Theorem 15, and Corollary 18; moreover Fact 17 and Example 20 (i), (ii) with a conjunction of equations of the form t i = 0, s j = 1.
Alternatively, in order to deal with meets in Theorem 6, one may refer to the (column) Zassenhaus algorithm, that is, given A ∈ This gives translations as in Section 4 valid for any choice of basis. In particular, the formulas and terms in Lemma 8 are in Λ F . In the proof for meets, we proceed as for joins, with d × d-matrix M σf (X|Y ) in Λ F yielding, under appropriate distinction of cases, Span(A) ∩ Span(B) = Span(M σf (A|B)); here M σf describes the calculations in the Zassenhaus algorithm.
Given a partially ordered set P , by Corollary 18 the set of all representations of P within a given vector space V (that is, order preserving maps P → L(V )) gives rise to a subset of Γ d (F ) defined by homogeneous quantifier free formulas. It remains to clarify how this is related to the quiver Grassmannians (cf. [8] ) of quivers derived from partially ordered sets.
Hidden coordinates
Quantifier free translations from F to L can be obtained for quantifier free Λ F -formulas which implicitly provide coordinate systems -similarly to the version of Cayley factorization due to [11] . Assume that V admits an ON-basis, that isᾱ = |v| = (1, . . . , 1).
We say that ψ(X) in Λ F hides coordinate systems if there are finitely many tupletsā k (x) andt k (z) of Λ L -terms such that, for anyū ∈ L n , if L |= τ ∃ FᾱL (ψ)(ū) then there is k such thatā k =ā k (ū) is an orthonormal frame andū =t k (ā k ).
Proposition 22. Assume d ≥ 3 and that V admits ON-bases. If quantifier free ψ(X) hides coordinate systems and definesᾱ-bi-invariant K ⊆ (F d×d ) n then M = θ FᾱL (K) can be defined by quantifier free ϕ(x).
Proof. We put ϕ(x) ≡ k ϕ k (x) where, for any k, ϕ k (x) is the quantifier free formula n i=1 x i = t k (ā k (x)) ∧ τ FᾱL (ψ)(x,ā k (x)).
By hypothesis, if L |= τ ∃ FᾱL (ψ)(ū) then L |= ϕ(ū). Conversely, if L |= ϕ k (ū) thenā k (ū) witnesses ∃z in L |= τ ∃ FᾱL (ψ)(ū). In absence of involution (where 'frames' correspond to bases), one may find sufficient conditions for hidden coordinate systems using mtupletsw in L which are associated to frames via tupletsā(ȳ) and s(z) of lattice terms, that is,ā(w) is a frame of L andw =s(ā(w)); in particular, the sublattice generated byw is isomorphic to L(F d 0 ), F 0 the prime subfield of F . For d = 3 and m = 4, such quadruples are given by 4 points no 3 of which are collinear, or by 3 non-collinear points and a line incident with none of these, or the duals of such. More generally, for fixed d ≥ 3 and m ≥ 4 there are only finitely many isomorphism types of m-tuplets which are associated to frames and a finite collection of terms providing witnesses for these associations, uniformly for all F (cf. [1, 3] ). Using these terms, for any fixed d ≥ 3, one obtains finitely many tupletsw ℓ (x) andv ℓ (z) of lattice terms such that ψ(X) ∈ Λ F hides coordinate systems provided that, for anyū ∈ L n , if L |= τ FᾱL (ψ)(ū) then there is ℓ such thatw =w ℓ (ū) is associated to a frame and u =v ℓ (w).
